
Safety in a “Smart Mobility Society”

To realize a safe and responsible automobile soci-
ety, Toyota has been developing safety technolo-
gies based on an “Integrated Safety Management 
Concept,” that involves a three-pronged, compre-
hensive approach to passengers, cars and trans-
portation systems, in pursuit of a practical safety 
strategy with the ultimate aim of zero traffic fatali-
ties and injuries. For Toyota, the “Integrated Safety 
Management Concept” is synonymous with vehi-
cle safety. To make cars safer, we concentrate on 
integrating safety systems, instead of having them 
function independently of each other.
 Vehicle-infrastructure cooperative systems use 
ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) technology to 
establish car-to-car, car-to-pedestrian, and car-to-
road connections. These systems help prevent 
accidents and support safe driving environments 
by alerting drivers to pertinent information 
provided by roadside sensors and other vehi-
cles—information that is unobtainable using a 
single vehicle’s sensors alone. Toyota aims to 
make vehicle-infrastructure cooperative systems a 
reality as soon as possible, and has been working 
with government institutions to create standards 
for smart road infrastructure to upgrade the trans-
portation environment. We have been conducting 
field tests on public roads since 2006 in collabora-
tion with government agencies and other private-
sector companies. Moreover, by the mid-2010s, 
we intend to be the first company in the world to 
commercialize systems that use the 700 MHz 
band to establish connections between people 
and cars to support safe driving environments. We 
aim to create advanced driving safety systems by 
linking the automated safety systems of vehicles.

Vehicle-Infrastructure Cooperative Systems That Support Driving 

Enriching Lives and Building Tomorrow’s Toyota through Innovation 
Toyota aims to enrich lives and communities through innovations that make cars safer, more comfortable and more convenient. This will help create a future “Smart Mobility Society” in which cars are highly 

economical and energy efficient.

“Integrated Safety Management Concept”
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Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication

� Right-turn collision prevention system (���) 

� Crossing pedestrian recognition enhancement system (���) 
     This service uses roadside infrastructure to detect in real time and notify the drivers of 

 oncoming vehicles and pedestrians at the crosswalk ahead when turning right.

� Crossing collision prevention system
    This service uses direct communication 

between vehicles to exchange information
about position and speed.

� Pedestrian existence advisory system
    The vehicle communicates with terminals 

(transmitters) which are carried by pedestrians 
to notify the driver of pedestrians, 
including children, elderly persons, and 
other road users in support of safe driving.
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Example of Vehicle-Infrastructure Cooperative ITS (created in December 2013)
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Automated driving technology

While respecting the intentions of drivers and 
preserving the enjoyment of driving, Toyota aims 
to create advanced driving assistance systems 
that improve the safety of its cars. Since the late 
1990s, Toyota has been researching automated 
driving technology, and has tested this technol-
ogy on public roads in the United States for 
several years with top priority on safety. In Japan, 
we have been testing advanced driving assis-
tance systems on public roads since 2011.
 The result of this research and testing was the 
development of “Automated Highway Driving 
Assist” (AHDA), an advanced driving assistance 
system for expressways that uses automated 
driving technology. AHDA features Cooperative-
Adaptive Cruise Control, which maintains a safe 
distance from the car in front while communicat-
ing with it wirelessly, as well as Lane Trace 
Control, which helps drivers steer their cars along 
optimal paths calculated using data from sensors 
that detect white lines on the road at all speeds. 
The integration of these two features supports 
safer driving conditions and makes cars easier to 

drive. Toyota plans to commercialize the newly 
developed AHDA in the mid-2010s.
 Toyota aims to develop systems that promote 
safer driving, so that drivers can handle their cars 
in all kinds of driving conditions like a highly 

 experienced driver. By pairing these advanced 
driving assistance systems with drivers, we hope 
to raise the bar for safety and move one step 
closer to our vision of a “Smart Mobility Society” 
with zero traffic fatalities or injuries.

White Road Campaign  
in Thailand

Teen Drive365 teaches  
defensive driving to teenagers.

Traffic safety picture books and 
picture-card sets

Toyota has conducted traffic safety education in Japan since the 1960s. 

We continue to educate the public through a wide range of programs, 

such as safe driving classes for adults and traffic safety classes for chil-

dren. We also distribute picture books about traffic safety to children. 

Since we began to distribute traffic safety educational materials in 1969, 

we have issued almost 134 million copies of traffic safety picture books 

to preschool and kindergarten children around Japan, as well as almost 

1.5 million copies of traffic safety picture-card sets. Outside Japan, we 

offer similar programs: the TeenDrive365 teaches defensive driving to 

 teenagers and their parents in the United States; the White Road Campaign 

with the “Milky Way & the Gang” characters teach elementary school children 

in Thailand about traffic safety; and other educational programs that teach 

traffic safety in India, Argentina, China, and many other places.

 Toyota’s Collaborative Safety Research Center in the United States 

engages in joint projects with more than 16 universities and research 

institutions in North America. Our research results are open to the public 

and we are contributing to the U.S. government’s policy planning.Traffic Safety Education

Enriching 
Lives of 

Communities
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Comfort in a “Smart Mobility Society”

Technology can connect people, cars, families 
and society. Toyota develops and offers telemat-
ics services, including a communications service 
that brings a new level of convenience and 
comfort to the car ownership experience. Toyota 
is developing new system technologies and build-
ing platforms that leverage Big Data, such as a 
car’s position, speed, and driving conditions, to 
create new value, enhance safety and improve 
quality. These systems combine highly accurate 
maps and navigation to support advanced driving 
with communications interfaces for controlling 
vehicles. We plan to create a system open to any 
company wishing to offer clients information, 
entertainment systems and content.
 Our “T-Connect” service features software 
agents that control car electronics, search for 
information, and display pertinent information for 
a safe and comfortable driving experience. These 
agents connect with the voice communications 

system of the Toyota “Smart Center” to set desti-
nations, search for news and other information, 
and transmit data from onboard electronics that 
manage driving conditions. Based on this data, 
drivers are provided with optimal driving routes 
based on the latest traffic and weather informa-
tion. T-Connect can also connect the driver with a 
human operator when necessary, including during 
emergencies, when help is needed using the 
system, or when information is needed from the 
car manual.
 T-Connect lets drivers download and enjoy 
T-Connect apps designed by third parties. For 
example, “Brake Master” is an app that plots 
braking speed on a graph, making a game out of 
improving the braking skills of drivers. In addition, 
T-Connect apps can be downloaded to smart-
phones and tablets for managing vehicle data 
and accessing maps to guide users in walking the 
“last mile” after parking.
 Traffic information and statistical data based on 
the Big Data sent via telematics services (such as 
car position, speed, and driving conditions) is also 

Interactive voice response
Agent

“au”
Wi-Fi spots

Additional apps for navigation
Apps

Safety/help service
Online Care

Smartphone* 
(via tethering)

How T-Connect Works

Connection
methods

Devices

Services

Wi-Fi

T-Connect-enabled navigation systems

Toyota Smart Center

Mobile devices

DCM Blue 
tooth**

*Requires tethering-enabled smartphone; **Requires Bluetooth-enabled device

Panasonic 
home appliance 

control app

Panasonic’s Cloud Toyota Smart Center

• Remotely operate home appliances

• Check status of home appliances

used to improve traffic flow, provide map data, 
and help in emergency response scenarios.
 Toyota has been working with Panasonic 
Corporation in the joint development of services 
that connect cars with home appliances, with the 
aim of creating a “Smart Mobility Society” offering 
convenience and comfort. This service enables 
T-Connect to send real-time vehicle position infor-
mation to Panasonic’s cloud services to turn on/
off air conditioners at home. This preps homes for 
the arrival of their owners and also helps people 
who forget to turn off appliances when they leave.
 Considering the rate at which many developed 
societies are aging, Toyota is developing technol-
ogies that will augment elderly drivers’ awareness 
of driving conditions while helping them make 
good driving decisions. These technologies will 
help create a “Mobility Society” where the elderly 
can pursue more fulfilling, mobile lives.

Telematics service Toyota’s approach

•  Interactive interfaces linked to vehicle
•  High-precision maps and navigation for 

advanced driving assistance
•  Services using big data

Independently develop  
technologies and establish 
platforms

•  Multimedia/information services Establish open systems that 
third parties can contribute to

•  Third-party software enabling smartphone 
use while driving

Consider using after  
carefully assessing safety 
and data security

Toyota’s Approach to Telematics
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                           Activities towards 
SMART MOBILITY SOCIETY
Toyota aims to create a smart mobility society 
where people feel secure and happy in transport and everyday life.

• The vehicle complies with the driver’s verbal and nonverbal commands.
• The vehicle predicts the driver’s actions in order to provide services. 

The vehicle will become a trusted partner
through close communication with the driver.

• Vehicles exchange their locations and speeds at all times. 
• Vehicles receive useful information from roadside infrastructure.

Toward the realization of Toyota’s ultimate goal:
zero casualties from traffic accidents.

Connected with vehicles and roads

• Actualizing a low-carbon society where homes
   and vehicles share energy with each other. 
• Promoting local energy production/consumption. 
• Creating communities that are strong enough to withstand
   natural disasters.

Optimizing the energy use of the entire community.
Achieving eco-friendly lifestyles with a high quality of life.

Future

Around 2020

• Utilizing big data generated from vehicles to improve traffic control
   and disaster-related measures.
• Implementing an ultra-micro EV sharing service integrated 
   with public transportation. 

Building a stress-free traffic environment where
everyone can move around as they wish.

PresentPast

� Vehicle Information
   and Communication
   System

� Japan Mayday
   Service� Electronic

   Toll Collection

� G-BOOK Service

What can I do for you?

Centralized voice recognition system:
Agent

Push-style notifications based on behavioral prediction:
Agent +

Your usual route is congested.  
Shall we take a detour?

Social networking service
linking people and vehicles:

TOYOTA friend

Industrial Energy Management:
F-Grid

Home and Vehicle
Energy Management:
Smart House & HEMS

Vegetable greenhouse

Controlling home electrical appliances from vehicles:
H2V eneli

V2H

Rebuilt /Reused batteries

High-efficiency power
generation system

Wireless power transmission

Energy management for the entire community:
EDMS

Multimodal route guidance:
Ha:mo

High-performance
automatic parking system:

Smart parking

Next generation ultra-micro EV:
TOYOTA i-ROAD

Big Data information service

 EDM
S

Energy Data Managem
ent S

ystem

Smart Mobility Park

Please charge my battery
because I am almost empty.

Next-generation dealer management system:
e-CRB (Customer Relationship Building)

ITS spot
Advanced automatic
collision notification

Green wave driving assistance

V2P cooperative system:
Vehicle to Pedestrian

V2V cooperative system:
Vehicle to Vehicle

Intelligent Driver-Support System

V2I cooperative system:
Vehicle to Infrastructure

Ultra-micro EV sharing system:
Ha:mo RIDE

Convenience and the “Smart Mobility 

Society” of the future

Urban transportation systems that incorporate 
cars into communities will play a key role in creat-
ing a future “Smart Mobility Society” where low-
carbon, efficient transportation is a reality. For 
example, the Toyota City Verification Project in 
Japan is a prototype of a low-carbon city. In 
collaboration with local governments, Toyota also 
provides next-generation vehicles, such as plug-
in hybrid vehicles, electric vehicles, and fuel cell 
vehicles, installs charging stations with solar 
panels, and conducts personal mobility experi-
ments. In addition, to achieve low carbon trans-
portation, we aim to optimize the movement of 
people by building transportation systems that 
encompass private and public transportation 
systems, promoting environment-friendly driving 
practices, and alleviating traffic jams using ITS.

In August 2014, Toyota established the Toyota Mobility Foundation to provide global assistance to NPOs 

and research organizations that are helping to build a better society through mobility. The foundation will 

support businesses and activities focused on enhancing mobility and that have a strong correlation to Toyota’s 

business activities, with a high likelihood of enriching lives in communities and building ever-better cars that 

exceed customer expectations. In emerging markets, the foundation will search for solutions to social prob-

lems by helping to close the mobility gap and promoting the development of the automotive industry on a local 

basis. In advanced countries, the foundation will focus on developing next-generation mobility solutions. We 

expect the foundation to provide grants amounting from ¥3 billion to ¥4.5 billion per year.Toyota Mobility Foundation
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New Values for the Next Hundred Years
The willingness to take on new challenges has been in Toyota’s DNA since its founding.

Toyota has embarked on a path of embracing new values and achieving sustainable growth over the next 10 years and 100 years. In making tomorrow’s 

Toyota even better than today’s, we are focusing on the following three areas.

 The first is initiatives for the future that focus on pursuing innovation. We aim to embrace new values centered on the future and people. 

This is a departure from our previous approach, which centered on cars. Toyota hopes that its products and services will change people’s lives for the better.

 The second is to cultivate an adventurous spirit as we enter new fields. Leaving our comfort zone, we aim to create new industries 

and businesses by taking in the best ideas and knowledge around the world.

 The third is to ensure that Toyota plays an ever more essential role in society through its efforts to find solutions to social problems. We 

aim to build a win-win relationship between Toyota and society, and to deepen this relationship as we create shared values together.

We will use innovation to create the future.
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